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FOREWORD
2019 has been a very productive year for the Arts

for Health and Wellbeing programme at Cardiff

and Vale University Health Board. We have had a

very positive impact on the experience of

healthcare for patients, staff, visitors and the

community as well as artists, volunteers and

partner organisations. The UHB’s arts programme

is provided and managed by Cardiff & Vale

Health Charity.

 

Providing arts and creative projects within

hospital and community settings would not be

possible without the contribution of Cardiff and

Vale UHB volunteers and staff members including

the chaplaincy, clinical staff, patient experience,

facilities and estates, and Mental Health Matters

teams. We are extremely thankful for their

contribution.

 

Arts engagement is linked to a greater sense of

purpose in life, which in turn is associated with

better immune function and healthier behaviours.

There is increasing interest and recognition

among the academic and healthcare community

of the health benefits of the arts, and an ongoing

debate about potential further benefits of arts

engagement. 

 

Several theories suggest that the arts could

support longevity by improving mental health,

enhancing social capital, reducing loneliness,

developing cognitive reserve, reducing sedentary

behaviours, and reducing risk-taking behaviours

 

Engaging with the creative arts also helps people

to regulate their emotions and provides them with

enhanced coping mechanisms. It can reduce

stress and builds creativity, which improves

people’s ability to adapt positively to changing

life circumstances. This is pivotal as part of

peoples’ recovery following treatment and in

keeping them well in their homes and

communities.

 

Simone Joslyn, Head of Arts
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Over £1000 raised

through Cardiff & Vale

Health Charity

Fundraising.

8 pilot Mindfulness

and Movement

sessions at the Breast

Centre UHL provided

by Ardour Academy.

Over £30,000 granted

from external

organisations in

successful bids.

12 ICU Hear concerts

provided by Music in

Hospitals and Care.

6 Lullaby Hour sessions

provided by Music in

Hospitals and Care.
8 pilot Boxing and

Movement sessions for

patients at the Mental

Health Services for Older

People Unit provided by

Llanrumney Boxing Club.

2 new posts, funded by

Arts Council of Wales

and the Cardiff & Vale

Health Charity.

our year

124 hours of music on

wards provided by

Harmoni Cymru.

62 singing sessions

across eldery care and

children's wards

provided by the Welsh

National Opera.

24 Exibitions in the

Hearth Gallery and

Plaza Space.

8 pilot sessions of the

Asphasia Friendly

Choir on the Stroke

Rehabilitation Centre.

5 murals painted across

our hospital sites.

4 heritage projects

commissioned to

examine the history of

our various sites.

Over 500 new

Instagram followers.

14 young patients and

their families accessed

immersive hydro-theatre

provided by Oily Cart

Theatre Company over

two days.

8 third sector
organisations awarded
grants to explore social

prescribing
opportunities.3



the arts team
In 2019, we successfully secured funding from the

Arts Council of Wales to recruit an Arts in Health

Project Manager. This role focuses on community-

based projects and social prescribing in line with

the Health Board's  Shaping our Future Wellbeing

10-year strategy and the Arts for Health and

Wellbeing five-year strategy. They will ensure that

there is a joined-up approach between our arts

offering in hospital and community care that will

enhance the experience of our patients (and staff)

while focusing on health promotion and

preventative health messages. Melanie Wotton, the

Exhibitions Coordinator  at the Hearth Gallery was

successful in applying for this role among a lengthy

and strong list of potential candidates and ended

her tenure at the gallery in August 2019.

 

 

Following Melanie's move into the community, we

were fortunate to be able to recruit Molly May Lewis

as the new Exhibitions Coordinator in September

2019. Alongside the funding from the Arts Council of

Wales, Cardiff & Vale Health Charity generously

provided funding for another project manager role,

this time with a focus on the secondary care setting

and the University Hospital of Wales in particular. We

were fortunate to be able to recruit Alex Staples into

this role, who has already overseen a diverse range of

projects take place in our hospital settings including

the painting of murals, pop-up photography

exhibitions, and hundreds of hours of music and

dance provided to our inpatients. 

 

Simone Joslyn Melanie Wotton Alex Staples

Bryn Kentish Molly May Lewis

Head of Arts Arts in Health
Project Manager

Arts Programme
Project Manager

Senior Communications
and Engagement Officer

Exhibitions Coordinator
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Key Achievements
Development and production of a 5-year arts in

health strategy, Improving Lives with Art, which is

available online and has been granted the

accolade of being published bilingually in the

National Library of Wales.

Development of business tools, including a toolkit

for collaborators with a comprehensive “Artists’

Guide” and other practical and policy information

they may need.

The Arts website continues to grow and develop.

Since its launch, it has had tens of thousands of

unique visitors generates a large number of

enquiries and interaction from the general public.

 Focusing on ‘working better’ by maximising

resources and streamlining systems to ensure

smooth running of the team as a business unit.

This supports the arts programme in achieving a

level of self-sustainability to help ensure their

future.

Increased the reach of the arts team via social

media and art networks; recent call outs for artists

generated over 60,000 impressions on social

media, which led to over 400 inquiries and

submissions from artists all over the world that

wished to work with the team.

 

Curating a growing catalogue of collaborators

that work with us and donate work to us; this is

expanding rapidly as more people understand the

value of the arts following the promotional work

we have been doing.

Growing and further developing our music

programme, bringing live performances to all

areas within the UHB, improving environment and

quality of life for our most vulnerable patients.

 

Fostering international relationships and working

with partners across the globe to boost the profile

and highlight the importance of art in healthcare.
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UHB-Wide 
Development and launch of suite

of animations entitled “Getting

the Message Across”. These films

were developed in conjunction

with the UHB’s Adult Eating

Disorder Service, Valley and Vale

Community Arts centre and

BAFTA-award-winning animator

Jane Hubbard. The aim of the films

was to destigmatise eating

disorders while providing candid

information about their symptoms.

The films were launched in front of

a packed cinema at Chapter Arts

Centre and have been viewed

hundreds of times online since.

The Hearth Gallery was selected by the British

Council as part of their April 2019 delegation

to Rome for the UK/Italy 2020 Season. The

gallery took part in networking events at the

British Ambassador’s Residence and Palazzo

Massimo in Rome with the Italian Ministry of

Culture, British Council representatives, and

prestigious arts organisations, galleries and

museums from the UK and Italy. Relationships

were made with creative practitioners,

curators, and representatives from the

museums and Contemporary Arts Sectors in

both countries, and we are working towards

the possibility of a collaborative project for

young adults utilising Skype and focusing on

their culture.
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We secured further collaborations with the Welsh

National Opera, Harmoni, and Music in Hospitals

and Care to provide live music performances for

all areas within the hospital sites, paying particular

attention to clinical areas where people are cared

for who have cognitive impairment.

We're working with Hijinx Theatre to develop a

suite of bespoke training videos for use as part

of Learning Disability Champion training for

healthcare staff. It is estimated that every year

around 1,200 people with learning disabilities

die avoidable deaths while in NHS care. The

videos were filmed in the summer of 2019 and

focus on best practice communication

techniques that staff can use in order to provide

the best possible care to some of the most

vulnerable people once admitted to hospital.

The content of the videos was led by these

actors' experience of the NHS as well as

feedback from current patients with learning

disabilities and their families. Hijinx is an

internationally renowned production company

which casts actors with learning disabilities in

order to challenge perceptions of what they are

capable of. 

Projects
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University Hospital 

A  call for artists to decorate Ward B6 at the

University Hospital of Wales via our website and

social media channels generated hundreds of

responses. Working with the ward staff, we

selected Adele Pask to create the mural for

patients in the ward's day room. Her style and the

subject matter she painted, such as famous

Cardiff landmarks, favourite past-times and food,

will stimulate the patients' memories as well as

brightening up their environment

 

Laura Hodges, the Ward Manager on B6,  was

thrilled with the mural, saying, “The mural has

brought such warmth to the day room, it has

created a space that is comforting and reassuring

for our patients with its vibrancy and the

familiarity of sights within Cardiff. It has been a

real talking point for patients, families and staff

and allows for our patients to have quiet, restful

but reflective times away from the bedside." 8



As part of our focus on UHW as an arts space, we

are turning the Urology corridor into an exhibition

space with the assistance of the Cardiff and Vale

UHB estates team, who redecorated the corridor,

and Cardiff Camera Club who have been

exhibiting their work and also staged their annual

exhibition there in autumn 2019.

 

We've also commissioned hundreds of hours of

music to inpatients across the site. This includes

Lullaby Hour sessions, which saw musicians

perform live to very ill children and babies in order

to help them relax. These concerts were provided

by Music in Hospitals and Care, who also provided

the innovative ICU Hear project, which offered

specially-tailored performances to patients and

families on the Critical Care Unit in order to help

ease anxiety and the environment feel a little less

clinical.

 

2019 also saw the return of Oily Cart Theatre

Company's production Splish Splash to the

hydrotherapy pool at the Noah's Ark Children's

Hospital for Wales following its incredibly

successful debut as part of the NHS at 70

celebrations in 2018. The performances were

again very well received by those who took part

and we are now looking to introduce a local

provider to offer these kind of sessions on a

regular basis.

of wales
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We ran a pilot project in the Breast Centre in

University Hospital Llandough to improve post-

operative patients' health and wellbeing through

weekly dance, movement and mindfulness

sessions.

 

Evaluation of the project found that the sessions

had a positive impact on patients' stress levels,

motivation levels and how they managed their

thoughts and feelings. Participants also reported

that their feelings of isolation had decreased.

 

We commissioned a further programme of work

with the Forget-me-not Chorus, which provided

musical and singing workshops for people living

with Dementia within the Mental Health Services

for Older People unit (MHSOP).

Working with Rubicon Dance, we are providing

movement sessions on wards East 7, East 8, East

18 and the Stroke Rehabilitation Centre, which

have been reviewed positively and has led to a

project with has been selected as a Bevan

Exemplar for the 2019 - 2020 cohort.

For some male patients with Dementia in MHSOP

who weren't interested in dancing or singing, we

worked with Llanrumney Boxing Club to provide

movement sessions which support physical activity

and reduce the risk falls 

University Hospital 

Thank you for your support every week and for

helping me on way back to normality.

I have enjoyed Tai Chi. It was relaxing and my

mind did not as much, as I had to concentrate on

what I was doing.

Gentle and relaxing exercises in a lovely

environment.

 - Patient feedback
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LLandough
As part of 2019's Gwanwyn Festival, Tai Chi sessions

were delivered in in the day rehabilitation unit during

May and June. These sessions were supported by Age

Cymru and the Cardiff & Vale Health Charity and

delivered by Rising Phoenix Tai Chi practitioners. The

sessions were for patients with Parkinson's disease as

well as cardiac patients with a focus on falls

prevention.

 

Elsewhere, a call-out to the Women's Art Association

for donations of artwork to hang in the Nuclear

Medicine Injection Room led to an enormous number

of donations. This room is an area where women

begin their journey for treatment of breast cancer and

the Women's Art Association were eager to support us

in improving the environment.

 

We're also continuing to support the University

Hospital Llandough Community Choir, helping them to

fund the programme for the future.
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Our 
We commissioned artist Nick Davies to deliver an

education arts-in-health project in collaboration

with Llandough Primary School, MHSOP staff and

patients and Professor Les Baille from Cardiff

University. 

 

Using Our Orchard as a space for inspiration,

Nick ran a series of workshops with the school

children alongside older patients to look at

environmental concerns and responsibility,

nature, and the importance of wellbeing

activities. The sessions introduce the children to

new skills and provided a opportunity for creative

expression while creating artwork as well as

planters for the MHSOP unit's gardens, Llandough

Primary School and Our Orchard.
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Orchard
We had a successful weekend at the Royal Horticultural

Show in Cardiff. We entered the show's Blossoming Bed

competition to highlight the importance of nature as part

of the arts, as well as our work on the Our Orchard

project in University Hospital Llandough to develop it as

a community space. Artists, Dilys Jackson and JK Brown,

contributed to our entry (as they had already been

involved in Our Orchard) by donating sculptures. We

were very fortunate to win the Blossoming Bed

Competition and also received one of the RHS' highest

honours, the Silver Gilt Medal. This recognition helped us

to increase awareness of the UHB's arts programme  and

allowed us to foster relationships with potential future

collaborators.

 

We're continuing to develop Our Orchard's sculpture trail

and have received the first piece by Welsh sculptor,

Gideon Petersen, which is being temporarily displayed

elsewhere on the UHL site. We're eagerly awaiting further

pieces from artists and sculptors such as Dilys Jackson.  
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The Hearth
The Hearth Gallery and the adjacent Plaza

Exhibition Space continue to go from strength to

strength with a full line-up of diverse monthly

exhibitions in both spaces throughout 2019. The

spaces are currently fully booked with more

exciting exhibitions for the next couple of years.

Lee John Phillips brought his Shed Project to the

Hearth Gallery: a heart-wrenching study of the

themes of family, love, loss and remembrance

involves Lee meticulously drawing every single

item in his late grandfather's shed.

Catherine Lewis, Nick Davies and Vaida Barzdaite

exhibited their work on women's wellbeing

inspired by the urban feminine utopia, ancient

sites of healing, and safe spaces for wellbeing.

2019's Gwanwyn Festival saw filmmaker Jorge

Lizdale engage elderly people in the participatory

Mnemonic project, asking them to share their

memories and experiences on film. The film was

shown in the Hearth Gallery throughout May.

Rachel Hannah brought her bright and colourful

paintings of nature and wild meadows to the Plaza

Exhibition Space following a successful debut in the

Hearth Gallery's open summer exhibition.

The King's Road Artist Studio in Pontcanna created a

bold and diverse showcase of their various

techniques and skills for the Hearth Gallery in July

2019.

The Summer and Winter Open Exhibitions generated

dozens of submissions from various artists including

members of Cardiff and Vale UHB staff and

patients.

Katherine Holmes brought her Share a

Life exhibition to the Plaza. Share a Life is a growing

collection of portraits and stories displaying the

spectrum of homelessness throughout Wales from

those who have experienced it. 

In November 2019, The Hearth Gallery was delighted

to present the exhibition  Silver Lining, an inspiring

collection of mixed media pieces created by artists

living with a brain injury and the people who support

them, facilitated by Beth Morris.
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Gallery

Visitor Feedback

“Very moving and thought provoking, beautifully

portrayed”

 

“Every hospital should have a space like this. So

uplifting for the brain injury survivors and their

families”

 

“Wonderful artwork, very inspiring”

 

“Brightened up my visit to the hospital, truly

uplifting for the heart”

 

“Such talent here! Always an uplifting end to visit

the gallery after emotional hospital appointments.

Thank you!”

 

“How lovely to have this space in a hospital”

 

“Wonderful to see art in this context – thank you

for calming me during my visit (to hospital)”

 

“What a lovely break from the hospital ward”
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Rookwood
We commissioned artist, Louise Jenson for a project

entitled Through the Trees. The project invited patients to

research the history of Rookwood Hospital including the

Hill family, who resided there before gifting it to the

people of Cardiff as a hospital. During their time at

Rookwood, the Hill family imported and planted a diverse

range of trees around the hospital's grounds and they

have become synonymous with its identity. 

 

Through the Trees explored historical references to the

trees throughout the house including the imagery of

leaves and woodland creatures in the building's

stonework. Alongside patients and staff, Louise created

a map of a historical nature trail around the grounds and

organised a walk following the trail where she explained

each significant landmark, which was attended by

patients, staff and community members.
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We secured funding for an artist in residency to

develop a project called Touch a Flower, Talk to Me.

The project revolved around the creation of

interactive, embellished felt flowers with patients,

carers, staff and local school children learning simple

embroidery techniques, and using florist accessories

and digital technology.

 

To connect memories of Rookwood Hospital to

University Llandough Hospital, Marion carried out

informal interviews with participants, discovering what

makes Rookwood a special place to work. A range of

staff voices including those of the porter, music

therapist, registrar and chaplain were added to

conductive boards. Visitors could touch the flowers

and listen to stories of many varied career journeys.

Unexpected outcomes resulted through insights into

their working lives. Birdsong (the many rooks, hence

the name Rookwood), were captured by the porter

from the hospital grounds. These were added to the

interactive display alongside pupils describing their

involvement and their thoughts on the arts in hospital

environments. 

Hospital
Also at Rookwood Hospital, we worked with the Beth

Morris Workshop and the Silver Lining Group, which is

comprised of people who have sustained a head

injury to produce a project called Roots. This project

aimed to help patients and staff in the upcoming

transition of services from Rookwood to University

Hospital Llandough.

 

We commissioned Cardiff Camera Club to provide

photography to decorate the day room of Ward 7

and muralist Rose McDonald to paint one of the

ward's walls with a scene agreed by staff and

inpatients.
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At Barry Hospital, we commissioned Haf Weighton to

complete a piece of mixed textile, a townscape of

Barry which celebrates the town's unique identity, to

be exhibited in the newly refurbished Mary Lennox

Room.

Barry
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Hospital
We commissioned Rose McDonald to paint a

mural in the children's phlebotomy room in order

to improve the experience of children and their

families during blood tests.

Michaela Ismail was commissioned to photograph

local landmarks. Her work is on display in the

hospital's main corridor.

We worked in partnership with pupils at Ysgol Bro

Morgannwg to produce a series of work based on

the patterns which can be found in nature.

We're exhibiting the portraits of Aneurin Bevan,

Professor Sir Mansel Aylward, Julian Tudor Hart and

Betsi Cadwaladr, painted by Nathan Wyburn to

celebrate the NHS' 70th anniversary. Barry Hospital is

also a permanent home for the NHS at 70 Quilt which

was commissioned and displayed in the Hearth

Gallery's special exhibition to celebrate the

anniversary.

We ran a photography competition for Health Board

staff in support of Time to Change Wales. The theme

of the competition was mental health and was a way

to start an honest conversation about what it means

to people. The winning entries are on display at the

entrance of the Vale Community Mental Health

Team's office.

We've begun working with Criw Celf to provide a

programme that introduces young people to a rich

and varied programme of art activities (e.g. painting,

sculpture, ceramics, textiles, 3D work, film, jewellery

making etc.) and opens their eyes to the vast

possibilities that the arts can provide. The scheme is

aimed at engaging young people aged between 11-

19 with the arts and creativity.

We procured and installed a hanging system to

have an exhibition area at Barry Hospital and

have had initial conversations with Cowbridge

Arts Society, VOGA and others regarding future

exhibitions.19



Within the newly established Wales Gender Service, we worked

with the clinical team and members of the transgender

community to commission a number of artists to make the

clinical setting a more welcoming safe space while addressing

issues of stigma and discrimination. The art featured includes

sculpture for the unit's garden by Gideon Petersen, paintings by

artist Clare Williams and an illustrated mural by Miles Brayford.

St DAvid's  Hospital

We're also collaborating with the frail elderly ward staff. We

provided a reminiscence board and large television to create

a movie lounge on Elizabeth Ward alongside dance sessions

via Rubicon Dance, live music from Music in Hospitals and

Care, and singing from Welsh National Opera.

The introduction of Mental Health Matters within the clinical

areas has made introducing arts and creative projects more

coordinated and well-attended.
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We commissioned historian Branwen Roberts to investigate the history of Barry Hospital and engage with

patients, staff and visitors to produce some materials for the celebration of the site's 25th Anniversary in

2020.

 

We commenced a heritage project for the Cardiff Royal Infirmary to scope the materials available and the

possible activities and themes that might come from them. Then the project will engage with the staff based

on the site and a local school. These can then be used to inform the CRI Heritage Project Plan with clear

priorities, outcomes and costs. To get to this position, it is proposed to first conduct a detailed scoping

exercise to identify artifacts, materials and possible approaches. These can then be used to develop a series

of heritage outreach activities and initiatives.

 

Heritage Projects
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community
At the Urdd  National Eisteddfod in Cardiff Bay,

2019, we facilitated a collaboration between the

Health Board and The Makers Guild in Craft in

the Bay. Six artists' workshops were held during

the Urdd. "Get Well Soon" workshops were

conducted in the Welsh Language and explored

Welsh culture, identity, belonging, and the NHS as

a welsh icon of caring. Young participants were

encouraged to learn new skills, creating

emblems, symbols, paper sculpture and cards

which were added to a growing installation in

the gallery.  At the end of the exhibition, the get

well soon cards made by the young people were

distributed to older patients in St. David’s and

Barry hospitals.

We ran A Brief History of Healing, which was

a collaborative project between the Hearth Gallery,

Arcade Gallery Cardiff and Made in Roath Director,

Gail Howard. The project received funding from the

Arts Council of Wales and the Cardiff & Vale Health

Charity. The project was launched at the Hafan y

Coed Garden Party in July and continued as a

participatory project in the plaza exhibition space in

August and in the Hearth Gallery during September. 
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Art workshops for young people and adults

encouraging positive attitudes to mental health and

wellbeing.

Launch of an EP of songs inspired and emerging

from mental health challenges.

Exhibition of artwork supporting the overall theme.

Drop-in sessions for families and friends concerned

about those with poor mental health, along with

practical help and advice for maintaining good

work-life balance.

Information and practical support from individuals

and support agencies, linked to the project.

Chaplains and other care professionals available

throughout the events.

Reflective time to remember friends and loved ones

and the challenges that mental health issues pose

to them and their families.

Provision of a gathering point in the community,

bringing together spiritual and pastoral care

alongside professional expertise, addressing issues

of mental health and awareness across families and

generations.

The project included:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

projects
A week of activities were held a Saint Illtud's

Church in Llantwit Major leading up to World

Mental Health Day on the 10th October, 2019.

Alongside the parish, we identified a need to bring

together the services and people supporting

mental health issues in that particular community

in line with the Wellbeing of Future Generations

Act's (2015) principles of community cohesion,

resilience and health equality. The projects overall

goal was to support the wider community by

effectively supporting the mental health of its most

vulnerable, and often younger, residents.
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Moving forward, we aim to further explore

social prescribing opportunities and are

working with the primary care sector to identify

areas for pilot studies.

 

A social model of health examines all the

factors which contribute to health and

wellbeing: social, cultural, political and

environmental. With social exclusion being

identified as one of the biggest causes of ill-

health, a health and wellbeing strategy which

can bring together innovative social directives

such as The Wellbeing of Future Generations

(Wales) Act, Social Services and Wellbeing

(Wales) Act, and Cardiff and Vale University

Health Board’s 10 year strategy, Shaping our

Future Wellbeing, to enable greater

collaboration and integration of services, can

take vital steps towards a social model for

health.

 

The ability of the creative arts to positively

impact on health and wellbeing is now

undisputed with an enormous amount of

supportive evidence from local, national and

international arts initiatives, projects, and

interventions. Arts may help in providing multi-

sectoral, holistic and integrated people-

centred care, addressing complex challenges

for which there are no current health care

problems. 

 

The aim in developing arts projects and

interventions within the community is to

continue an ethos of providing and supporting

meaningful, high quality creative arts

programmes and projects which take place in

creative safe spaces, giving participants and

viewers a sense of empowerment, ownership

and accomplishment, through encouragement,

dignity, understanding, care and respect. 

Express their creativity

Express their emotions

Reduce anxiety and stress

Improve confidence

Learn new skills

Improve social interaction

Improve self-esteem

Encourage social bonds

Enjoy themselves and enrich their lives

Through experience with hospital-based projects, we

aim to achieve similar outcomes for participants of

community-based projects including the opportunity

to:

 

In working alongside GP practices and other

partners, and implementing social prescribing

programmes for the arts, we aim to provide creative

arts opportunities which can be instrumental in

reducing GP visits and medication for certain health

conditions, improve social cohesion and prosperity,

support recovery, maintain health and prevent illness,

help to combat loneliness and isolation, and create

pathways to access community creative arts.

 

Following a scoping exercise, we can begin to

identify some strategic priorities to enable the rollout

of community arts projects in Cardiff and the Vale of

Glamorgan. In addition, as a natural progression from

the projects already established through the Hearth

Gallery, a two-way communication for the arts from

the hospital gallery to the community and vice versa

is also important if we are to work via hospital

services so that arts projects can provide desired

outcomes and longer-term impact.

Social Prescribing
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Build on the success of the 2019 programme

Participate in the development of an Arts and

mental health festival

Commission a project relating to Men’s mental

health and wellbeing

Commission art for the Rookwood re-provision at

University Hospital Llandough

Develop a project for staff at Rookwood Hospital

as a good bye to the site

Utilise art to promote the celebration of the 25th

anniversary and to develop engagement relating

to the future of the Health and Wellbeing centre

at Barry Hospital

Commence an Executive / Woodlands House art

programme to improve staff morale.

Work with the Cardiology team to assist in

providing a stimulating and way finding element

to the corridors of their newly refurbished clinic

areas at UHW

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our ambition for
2020-2021
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With Thanks to 
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Special thanks to all the wonderful, talented artists

which we have had the pleasure of working with over

the past 12 months. 
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